
Frameless glazing – Transparency in its most beautiful form 





Our Story

Berger swissFineLine is a family-owned company with a 130-year history. Our 

state-of-the-art products inspire with their constant innovation, affinity for 

architectural design, and ability to fulfill even the highest quality standards. 

swissFineLine technology is 100% Swiss-made and stands for incomparably 

precise engineering and the striving for perfection.

The know-how and expertise in frameless window and door technology, with 

the addition of frameless railings is second to none. We are committed to ongo-

ing innovation, highest levels of quality, captivating design and superior levels 

of service. This reflects the unique strength of our team. We proudly bring the 

swissFineLine frameless sliding patio doors to your project! 

Engineered and built in Switzerland for the finest architecture in America.





Visual awareness for overall design and attention to detail

Architecture achieves new dimensions: spaciousness and a holistic approach determine interior design.  

Precision and perfection determine the detail.





Uncompromising simplicity for the most stringent of requirements

Functionality is not secondary to design, and design is not secondary to functionality. swissFineLine  

creates a harmonious balance between simplicity, aesthetics and functionality. swissFineLine stands  

for uncompromising construction at the highest level of quality.



Architectural design freedom

swissFineLine adapts to the individual design requirements of the planner and offers a range of  

opening possibilities. Several sliding elements are moved together or stored in wall niches  

depending on the particular type of opening. 

Impressive safety and security

swissFineLine provides a maximum of safety and security. The safety and security components used 

integrate into the filigree design without aesthetic impairment.

Automatic operation

Sliding door systems can be opened and closed at the touch of a button guaranteeing highest levels 

of convenience. The low-noise motor developed by swissFineLine operates large-surface sliding 

doors up to 1,200 kg leaf weight. Thanks to its incomparably minimised dimensions, the electric 

drive is integrated invisibly into the lintel profile.

Sustainability thanks to fully insulated aluminium profiles

swissFineLine windows are designed in high-quality light metal profiles and 

consistently thermally separated by means of glass-fibre reinforced 

polyamide plastic strips. The unique floor guidance mechanism with ball 

bearings combined with friction-free brass sliding rails facilitates easy and 

maintenance-free operation of the sliding elements. Obstacle-free floor 

transitions create fluid boundaries between inside and outside and 

guarantee maximum operating comfort.

– Laminated safety glass  

– Glass breakage alarm contact 

– Multi-point locking 

– Lock monitoring 

– Security-monitored trickle ventilation 

– Biometric access systems  

– Property monitoring systems

Frameless sliding patio doors from swissFineLine can also be opened from the corner outwards 

without a column. Corners can be formed completely in glass. The room appears spacious and part 

of the world outside.

Incomparable operating convenience

swissFineLine excels through extreme ease of operation and sets new standards for convenience. 

The neat, slender handle contributes greatly to the user-friendly operation of the sliding windows. 

The handle extends along the full height of the panel profile. The design of the handle emphasizes 

the unique appearance of swissFineLine finely dimensioned glazing.

Obstacle-free floor transitions create fluid boundaries between inside and outside and guarantee 

maximum operating comfort.



System data swissFineLine

swissFineLine is the ultimate premium window and fulfills the high-

est requirements with respect to architectural design, heat and sound 

insulation. Designs according to the Minergie-Passive House standard 

are possible with a glass element thickness of 54 mm; this is the only 

system with a consistently equal small average profile width of just 

24 mm. Best values for air permeability (class 4), driving rain resist-

ance (class 9A) and resistance to wind loads (class C2/B3) distinguish 

the system. 

swissFineLine redefines the standard for filigree glazings. Element 

 sizes of over 20 m² (215 sf) are possible. Combined with the swiss-

FineLine mechanism, sliding windows up to 1200 kg (2640 lb) move 

automatically and almost soundlessly.

Safety and quietness are valuable goods; swissFineLine offers the 

greatest degree of security (class RC2) as well as never-before-seen 

sound insulation properties (Rw = 46 dB). No other window unites 

indi viduality, functionality and comfort with architectonic and tech-

nical design freedom better. The swissFineLine offers all this with a 

visible glass proportion of 99%.

Specifications refer to the respective test elements and can vary depending on the model. 





Aesthetic appeal and functionality

Due to their filigree and modular design, our glazing systems are equally suitable for new build and con-

versions, large and small expanses, both in facades and the interior of buildings. It is possible to use even 

numerous extensive sliding elements which are either coordinated and concealed oiselessly in a dividing 

wall, or can be opened from the corner without posts.  

The view of the surrounding landscape from the light-flooded room is unrestricted – even as a closed unit.



swissFineLine whole-glass railings

Unite safety and transparent aesthetics with an unlimited view. 

swissFineLine offers aesthetically pleasing, whole-glass railings for a wide variety of construction applications.  

An innovative installation system provides invisible safety.







Fluid boundaries between interior and exterior create living space full of light, air and atmosphere.





The most beautiful of doors – elegant and virtually invisible

With swissFineLine, all the components join together perfectly to create a coherent unit transparent 

architecture. This allows 99% of the light to penetrate the room, flooding the interior space with light.

The highly insulated profiles fit seamlessly into walls, floor and ceilings, making the barriers between 

indoor and outdoor vanish.





The premium sliding patio door for modern architecture 

swissFineLine is the premium sliding patio door for state-of-the art construction projects and stands for the 

highest Swiss quality in design and technology. Doors that are not perceived as doors create a continuum 

between exterior and interior and a unique living experience.





swissFineLine – perfection in design 

Creativity and passion result in a very special kind of architecture. Thanks to timeless design and  

continually developing technology, the engineers at swissFineLine are constantly setting new standards.





Unrestricted views

We consistently rely on the quality and functionality of our filigree glazing systems in fully insulated,  

thermally separated design:

– Maximum reduction of glazing profile with greatest possible light incidence

– Simple to operate and maintain

– High degree of flexibility in terms of use

– Automatic sliding door operation with drive integrated in the frame





Highest degree of heat insulation

swissFineLine is exemplary in terms of heat insulation and energy efficiency and complies with the high 

Minergie standard. As the result of selective choice of glass, swissFineLine also meets numerous require-

ments in terms of burglary protection, heat insulation, protection against glare, and soundproofing. 

swissFineLine – premium customized doors made of high-quality materials.





Experience and expertise

swissFineLine window systems are manufactured by our specialists in accordance with all the rules of crafts-

manship using state-of-the art technology. But the best technology is of no avail if you don‘t employ the right 

people who understand their craft. Our specialists not only derive pleasure from implementing many exclusive 

projects but also from working in our production facilities. Light workplaces and a pleasant working atmo-

sphere are the best factors for highly motivated employees as well as guaranteeing first-class products. As a 

result, we are perhaps a little different from others in our sector but also a bit like the country where we live – 

down-to-earth, honest, familiar with traditions and always open to innovation. Our corporate philosophy and 

our first-class workmanship are proof of this.



swissFineLine USA

A Divison of

Tanner Windows & Doors LLC

901 23rd Ave NE,

Minneapolis, MN 55418

Phone 651-925-0866

www.swissfineline.us


